Tree Descriptions
A Douglas Fir is beautiful
Christmas tree with soft shiny
green needles. It may be
difficult to decorate if the
branches have been sheared
into a perfect conical shape,
leaving too little space between
branches to hang decorations.

The Noble Fir is deep green in
color and has unusually lovely
branch shape. Boughs of this tree
are often made into fresh wreaths.
Its branches are sturdy yet the
needles are not too sharp to
decorate easily. Like the Fraser Fir,
the Noble's branches have good
spacing between branches.

The Grand Fir has a glossy dark
green color with needles that
are 1 to 1 1/2 inches long. This
tree is soft to the touch and
may not be able to hold heavier
ornaments. The key in
distinguishing it from Douglas
Firs is the flat shape of the
needles and the silver coloring
on the underside. Grand Fir also
have the strongest “Christmas
Tree” scent.
Nordmann Fir is one of the most important species grown for Christmas trees. It has been
used for many years in Europe, and is one of the most commonly grown Christmas tree
species in Germany and Norway. Nordmann Fir, also known as Caucasian or Turkish fir, is a
true fir tree native to the Republic of Georgia and northern Turkey.
It has beautiful soft shiny rounded needles with a deep green color laid out in even rows on
the twig. They are very durable because of its drought resistance so needles do not drop
readily when the tree dries out. They last exceptionally well usually into January. Because
the branches are evenly spaced and very strong, they are perfect for showing off special
large or heavy Christmas ornaments. It is also a popular ornamental tree in parks and large
gardens.
Delivery Information
Delivery Area

Delivery Charge

Antioch

$8.00

Brentwood, Pittsburg

$12.00

Bay Point, Oakley

$15.00

Discovery Bay

$20.00
NO DELIVERY TO CITIES WEST OF BAY POINT OR EAST OF DISCOVERY BAY

